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WHITE HOT
SUMMER FASHION
IN THE BAG
TALENTED SUSIE TALBOT
WILD COUNTRY
CELEBRATING THE BOWLAND HARE
THE RAILWAY CHILDREN
CLITHEROE SCHOOL PROJECT

Spring into a new
wardrobe
Six SenSational pageS
of faShion

educatioN, educatioN, educatioN
Nurseries to colleGes,
the best places to learN
PlaN your weddiNg
iN eight moNths
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before the biG day
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muSiC to your earS
a taSte of the opera
on your doorStep
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Caring for the Community
How one council coped
witH covid-19
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Missed
You!
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New year, New you
Get your 2020 off to
a Great start
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Styled to perfection
The benefiTs of
inTerior design

getting baCk to business
preston Bid and its mission
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summer food and drink
discover new, exciting
food and wine pairings
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Happy Halloween
LeT’s geT in The spiriT
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CIRCULATION & DISTRIBUTION
Live Preston & Fylde is distributed to 18,000
AB households, businesses and estate agencies in:

MEDIA PACK 2021
Live Preston & Fylde is produced by Live Magazines Ltd, a
dynamic independent publishing house, which has emerged
as a leader in the luxury magazine sector.
The current portfolio of popular titles includes Live Preston &
Fylde and Live Ribble Valley, which target an affluent and growing
readership.
Our consumer and corporate readers aspire to the finer things in
life and enjoy discovering more about the area in which they live,
work and play.
The Live Magazines Ltd titles deliver original editorials covering
the latest in fashion, travel, beauty, business, sport, interiors,
motoring, culture and property.
Live Preston & Fylde is the perfect complement to life in one of
Britain’s most desirable counties and aims to showcase luxury
living to an affluent audience who enjoy the compelling editorial
content, which has been carefully tailored to their profiles. Our
advertisers get considerable response and enjoy consistent results.
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The magazine is also available in selected bars,
restaurants and retail outlets and by subscription.

Live Preston & Fylde offers a unique perspective on all things luxe
to the most attractive demographic.
localfocus

Creating
beautiful
interiors
All through high school and
higher education, 32-year-old
Alisa Bowen, mum of two,
thought she would have a career
in medicine, until she took a year
out and discovered that art and
design was her true passion

a

lisa is originally from Belarus –
born to Russian parents but
grew up on the sunny Island
of Cyprus. Her family moved
residence frequently, allowing Alisa to see
many different places, from apartments,
bungalows, houses – and even a yacht.
Alisa saw every new home as a blank canvas
and enjoyed the experience of giving each
place new character, adding personality
through design and bringing out the best in
any space. This experience kindled Alisa’s
passion for interior design.
Prior to pursuing studies in medicine, Alisa
completed a gap year in the romantic city
of Larnaca in Cyprus where she immersed
herself in fine art painting and understanding

colour. Realising her love for design, she
went on to study interior design in Cyprus
while she gained valuable experience working
in an interior design company designing
summer villas and luxury offices.
In 2010, Alisa moved to the UK where she
attended the University of Central Lancashire
to complete an Undergraduate Degree in
Interior Design. Alisa, who currently lives
in Penwortham said: “Having had an English
education in Cyprus, I knew I wanted to
come to the UK to complete my studies
and be inspired by this country’s rich and
diverse creative design culture.”
It was also at UCLan where she met her
husband Jonathan, who was studying Product
Design in the neighbouring classroom. After
becoming engaged during their studies,
they planned their wedding aboard whilst
Alisa was completing her final year and
Jonathan his Masters. On the day Alisa
handed in her final portfolio they travelled
to Cyprus and were married a week later.
After graduating in 2012, it was a challenging
year to find work in creative industries.
Alisa and Jonathan had always dreamt about
having their own company and decided to

use this opportunity instead to set up their
own design firm. However, Alisa was also
faced with the difficultly of obtaining a
marriage visa for the UK as the laws had
changed drastically. It took two years for
her marriage visa to be granted which meant
she wasn’t allowed to trade as a director of
her business until it was approved. Alisa
used this time to build a strong foundation
for the business, taking courses and learning
all about running a successful business.
In 2014, Inside Studio began officially trading,
with some of the first clients, to name a
few, being a private developer, a listed
barn conversion, and the renovation and
extension of a large 1930s detached house.
In 2016, Inside Studio won the Preston
Guild Merchant Award, receiving a grant
to help set up commercial premises in the
City Centre. Inside Studio renovated a
creative studio in a listed building on Lune
Street, in the heart of Preston.

i knew i wanted
to Come to the uk to
Complete my studies and be
inspired by this Country’s
riCh and diverse Creative
design Culture
In 2018, Inside Studio’s team expanded
further, and the company relocated to a
new studio space just off Winckley Square,
allowing further growth. The new office
space, located in a converted, character-rich
Coach House, offering a large boardroom
for client presentations, a creative working
environment, and two large storage
facilities to aid with procurement and
project management and installations.
Inside Studio now specialises in luxury
residential and boutique commercial
projects, working with private individuals
and large property developers, as well
as offering a bespoke art service through
its sister company ‘Inside Gallery’.
Alisa ensures every project is met with
a personal approach. “Creating a unique
bespoke service for every client is at the
heart of what we do. We take the client
on a journey to create beautiful, elegant,
comfortable, practical and timeless interiors,
individually tailored to each client.”
With no trade shows taking place this year,
where does Alisa get her inspiration from?
“It has been very different this year, but we
have really seen the design industry come
together and support each other. Suppliers
have been very good at providing information

and samples, and online platforms such as
Pinterest, Instagram and Houzz are brilliant
for inspiration and latest trends.
While many companies have struggled
during the pandemic, has interior design
remained in high demand?
“Many people are spending their holiday
funds on their homes instead, and they are
seeing the importance of having homes that
are functional as well as beautiful. At the
beginning of lockdown we saw trades and
commercial projects take a temporary break,
but all projects are now back up and running,
and we are working on new design schemes
as well as ongoing work on sites.”

Creating a
unique bespoke serviCe
for every Client
is at the heart of what
we do
So, what are the interior trends for the
Autumn/Winter season?
“We are loving introducing deep tones of
colours to schemes, such as burgundy, plum,
and dark greens. These colours add richness
and warmth, perfect for the colder months.
We are turning towards metals such as
bronze and black, which add interest and
contrast, and we are also seeing a lot of
focus on comfort, which is added by using
cosy fabrics such as Boucle and wool.”
Has the pandemic affected how we design
our homes?
“It’s made us look at our homes from a
different perspective. We are no longer
focusing on how the house works for
entertaining guests, but how it serves us
on a daily basis. The focus is on making it
feel a place of safety and comfort.”
When should an interior design come
on board of a project?
“Hiring an interior designer is something
you should strive to do at the beginning of
a project.” Alisa advises. “Early planning
with an interior designer helps to eliminate
numerous revisions down the line, reach
the final result quicker and ultimately save
costs. We work on full project renovations,
alongside the architect and the contractor,
starting from the early stages of space layout
planning, lighting and bathroom design,
through to all the details of the finishing
touches. It helps to plan all the interior
finishes and costs, to ensure the budget will
allow to complete the project. n
insidestudio.co.uk
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ALL CHANGE
SHADES OF AUTUMN
ON THE CREST OF A WAVE
ARTIST CELIA DAVIES
REVIVING OLD TRADITIONS
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UP AND RUNNING!
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Live Ribble Valley is produced by Live Magazines Ltd, a dynamic
independent publishing house, which has emerged as a leader in
the luxury magazine sector.
The current portfolio of popular titles includes Live Ribble Valley
and Live Preston & Fylde, which target an affluent and growing
readership.

Live Ribble Valley is the perfect complement to life in one of
Britain’s most desirable counties and aims to showcase luxury
living to an affluent audience who enjoy the compelling editorial
content, which has been carefully tailored to their profiles.
Live Ribble Valley offers a unique perspective on all things
luxe to the most attractive demographic.
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packet of raisins bought for her
three-year-old, has transformed
Justine Williams life and career.
Former nurse Justine, who has
opened the Ribble Valley’s first zero-waste
eco-friendly shop, recalls: “The raisins were
packaged in small boxes on a plastic tray
inside a plastic wrapper. It was ridiculous!
There was so much packaging and so
much waste.
“I started to become really aware of
how, as a family, we were using so much
plastic and I started to do some research,”
explains Justine, who was horrified to
discover that around eight million pieces
of plastic waste find their way into our
oceans every day with the average person
living in western Europe using their own
body weight in plastic each year.
“While I wouldn’t call myself an ecowarrior, I think people are growing more
aware of how much waste and how much
plastic we are using. Every single change
that we make will help our planet.”

EThIcAl producTs
ArE good for our
wEllbEINg As wEll As
ThE ENVIroNmENT
Having been a nurse and health visitor
for seven years, Justine saw an opportunity
to open up a shop selling store cupboard
basics where people could bring their own
re-usable containers and buy goods by
weight – and Refillution was born.
Having opened around three months ago,
the shop stocks loose breakfast cereals, muesli,
pasta, beans, dried fruit and nuts, herbs,
spices with many products being organic.
“I have tried to get lots of organic
products without the usual big price jump,”
explains mum-of-two Justine.
Tucked away on Castle Street, this little
gem has, since opening, evolved and now
stocks eco friendly soaps, shampoos and
laundry detergents that are decanted into
shoppers’ own containers.
Justine hand picks eco-friendly shampoos,
conditioners and body washes such as Faith
in Nature’s Coconut shampoo and conditioner,

ECO-FRIENDLY INITIATIVE
Patchouli and Sandalwood body wash

A former nurse, who is doing her bit to save the planet, has opened and Coconut and Argan Oil hand wash.
Clitheroe’s first, zero-waste grocery store, which is revolutionising Household items include Bio laundry bleach,
Bio laundry liquid and fabric conditioners
the way we shop. Photography: Sarah Valentine
and organic laundry soap nuts.

BB7 Newton			
The magazine is also available in selected bars,
restaurants and retail outlets and by subscription.
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Keen to use local suppliers, Justine
adds: “We have a fresh supply of locallymade sour-dough bread and delicious
vegan and sugar free bakes delivered on
Saturdays. We have hand-made soaps
with compostable wrapping and refillable
candles scented with essential oils, made
in Accrington.”

new products.
“Following a recent suggestion we
now have rapeseed oil from Standish so
people can come in and refill their own
bottles,” explains Justine, who sources
many of the everyday basics from UK
co-operatives.
“When I set up the shop I wanted
people to be able to come here, get their
basics then support their local market,
butcher, bakery and organic growers,
so basically they wouldn’t particularly
need to go to the supermarket on a
regular basis.

“From childhood, I have always loved
nature and the sea. I just want to do my
bit. I think once you become aware of
how much plastic and waste there is, you
can’t ignore it.
“I want my children to be able to swim
in the sea like I did, enjoy the natural
world and our beautiful planet.” n

ThE chANgEs
wE mAkE As INdIVIduAls
cAN hAVE A hugE
collEcTIVE ImpAcT

With the aim of creating a community
hub, as well as doing her bit for the
planet, Justine adds: “Ethical products
are good for our wellbeing as well as
the environment. The shop is very much
community led – we have a suggestions
box so we are constantly introducing

“With Refillution I want to make it as
easy as possible to reduce waste and single
use plastics within our community. The
changes we make as individuals can have a
huge collective impact.
“We now have regular customers who
keep coming back as they like what we
are doing. A lot of them have been saying
they have been wanting something like
this for a long time. Something that really
makes a difference.”
Justine, who lives with her family in
Sawley, concludes: “When I decided to give
up my job to do this I was determined to
make a difference. At times I wondered
whether I had done the right thing but
three months in and it’s going really well
and I just feel great!

Refillution, which is open to schools and
nurseries enabling children to learn about
what the shop is doing, will also appear
as a pop-up at the Grand, Clitheroe, on
10th March at 7pm to coincide with the
showing of Albatross, a documentary about
the effects of plastic pollution
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